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Cassandra Roberts

Editor

Avid, Premiere, FCP

Skills
Cassandra has built her career as an Editor in London, Sydney, Auckland and New York, working across a range of
TV genres. She enjoys a challenge and is happy to craft a film from scratch or be thrown in the middle of a complex
series or film subjects, thriving off learning new things and fully immersing herself in a story.
Cassandra's experience spans fast-paced productions as well as slowly developed creative processes coupled with a
practical and positive outlook allowing her to adapt well to different workflows and environments.

Documentary and Feature Documentary
Criminal Planet: Art

Vice

TBC

60 min Feature Documentary
Documentary series investigating organized crime's worrying expansion in our global age.
Executive Producer: Tom Anstiss

March for Dignity

Darling Projections

Festival
85 min Feature Documentary
Submissions
The documentary follows a small group of LGBTI+ activists in Tbilisi, Georgia as they attempt to conduct the first
Pride march in the country, they face overwhelming opposition from far-right groups, the government and the
Georgian Orthodox Church who have a history of inciting violent attacks on the LGBTI+ community.
Director: John Eames

How the Universe Works: Asteroids Special

Pioneer/Tinopolis

85 min Documentary, Episode 1
A user's guide to the cosmos from the big bang to galaxies, stars, planets and moons.

Discovery
Channel

Executive Producer: Stephen Marsh

Thai Cave Rescue

Atlantic
60 min Documentary
Chronicles the harrowing story and rescue of twelve young soccer players trapped in a Thai cave.

Netflix and PBS

Director: Tom Stubberfield

The Pick Up Game

NZ Feature Films
Online Release
85 min Feature Documentary
An inside look at the emergence of the ‘pickup’ industry - a business where self-styled seduction coaches travel the
world, charging a small fortune to teach men skills they claim will guarantee them success with women.
Director: Matt O’Connor
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Soldiers Without Guns

NZ Feature Films
Online Release
85 min Feature Documentary
The riveting journey of coalition soldiers as they land unarmed into the heat of a 10 year civil war using only the
weapons of Music, Maori Culture and Love to create peace.
Director: William Watson

Abandoned Engineering/ Mysteries of the Abandoned

Like a Shot/Argonon
Discovery
60 min Factual/Documentary, Episode 1
Networks
Scattered around the world are long-forgotten engineering marvels, decaying cities and empty factories that once
stood on the cutting edge of design and construction. Today they are discarded, dangerous, and some of them are
even deadly. The show reveals why these engineering triumphs were built and how they were left to crumble.
Director: William Watson

Nazi Victory

Like a Shot/Argonon
UKTV and SBS
60 min Documentary, Episode 4
A question that fascinates and horrifies in equal measures: what if Nazi Germany had won the Second World War?
In this exclusive six-part series, author and historian Guy Walters reveals how Hitler had already started to
implement plans of world domination long before the war had started and explores how the Fuhrer intended to
carry them out, regardless of the human cost.

World War Two: Witness to War

Like a Shot/Argonon

Discovery

BBC

BBC Three

60 min Documentary, Episode 11
Stories of the men and women who survived World War II.

Meet the Devotees

25 min Documentary
People who are sexually aroused by disability are known as devotees. This groundbreaking documentary
investigates the secret world of disabled fetishes and devotee porn
Executive Producer: Max Gogarty

Women Make Change: Gaining Ground

Lambent Productions

Al Jazeera

25 min Documentary
Investing in women is smart economics. Research has repeatedly revealed that whenever women are actively
involved in their local economies, a positive ripple effect is felt throughout their communities. But how does this
actually work and could it be the solution to the extreme poverty that continues to plague millions of people around
the world? This series seeks to find out by following six women who are doing just that – in Kenya, Brazil, Ghana,
Nicaragua, Papua New Guinea and Rwanda.
Executive Producer: Emma Wakefield
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Sacrifice, 2 Part

Lumiere Productions

Avid, Premiere, FCP
Nat Geo

60 min Archive Documentary
“D-Day Sacrifice” recounts the story of D-Day through the testimonies of those who lived it. These important
historical days are seen through the eyes of French civilians and members of the military fighting on both sides.
Executive Producer: Frederic Lumiere

Factual Entertainment and Reality
See No Evil

Arrow Media

Discovery I.D

60 min Crime Factual, Episode 6
See no Evil is a groundbreaking series about how real crimes are solved with the help of surveillance cameras. Police
reveal how CCTV footage has unlocked the answer to cases that otherwise might have remained unsolved- leaving
dangerous killers at large. The series features real footage and dramatic reconstruction, combined with first-hand
testimony from police, witnesses, and families.
Executive Producer: Ash Potterton

Magic of Disney: Animal Kingdom

Arrow Media

Disney+/Nat
60 min Factual Entertainment, Episode 4
Geo
A documentary series which takes viewers behind the scenes with the animal-care experts, veterinarians, and
biologists at Disney's Animal Kingdom and Epcot's SeaBase aquarium.
Executive Producer: Ash Potterton

The Repair Shop, Series 5

Ricochet
BBC 1
60 min Factual Entertainment, Episodes 5 and 6
Some of Britain's most skilled restoration experts breathe new life into much-cherished family heirlooms that are
dropped off by members of the public, who reveal the personal stories behind the items.
Executive Producer: Emma Walsh

360 Game of Thrones

Eureka

Foxtel Australia

60 min Factual Entertainment, Episodes 1 and 3
James Mathison and Stephanie Bendixsen analyse the latest episode of Game of Thrones, along with celebrity
guests.
Executive Producer: Sophia Mogford

Homestead Rescue, Special

Raw TV

Discovery Channel

60 min Factual Entertainment
Struggling homesteaders across the country are turning to expert homesteader Marty Raney - along with his
daughter Misty Raney, a farmer, and son Matt Raney, a hunter and fisherman - to teach them the necessary skills to
survive the wilderness.
Executive Producer: Keeley Van Dyke
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Nazi Murder Mysteries

Like a Shot/Argonon

Avid, Premiere, FCP
UKTV

60 min Factual, Episodes 3, 4 and 5
A fascinating series looking at some of the most shocking and unusual cases connected with the Nazi reign. From
the suspicious death of Hitler's niece to the corrupt murder investigation that linked a former King to Nazi money.
Director: Danny O’Brien

Australian Spartan

Like a Shot/Argonon

Ch7 Australia

60 min Factual Entertainment, Episode 3
Inspired by the global fitness phenomenon, this is the world's most demanding physical obstacle course. The only
way to conquer it is as a team. In the adrenaline-filled reality series, groups of three must join forces, to race across
a specially-designed, spectacular Spartan course.

The Davina Show

Twenty Twenty

W Channel and UK

60 min Factual Entertainment, Episodes 2 and 5
Over eight episodes, Davina will tackle the modern day dilemmas and challenges we all face.
Executive Producer: Maxine Watson

20 to One

Channel Nine

Channel Nine

60 min Comedy Factual Entertainment , Episodes 9, 7 and 10
An Australian television series on the Nine Network from 2005, that counts down an undefined "top 20" of elements
or events of popular culture, such as films, songs, or sporting scandals. The format mixes archival footage of the
listed events with comments from various Australian celebrities.
Executive Producer: Michael Horricks

China’s Science Revolution

BBC
PBS and
25 min Factual Entertainment/Documentary
BBC News
The BBC's Global Science Correspondent, Rebecca Morelle, looks at some of the key projects that are transforming
China into a science powerhouse.
Exec Producer: Mary Wilkinson

Big Brother

Endemol
Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment/Reality
Big brother is a television show made in the UK, where contestants take part in a challenge to see who will last the
longest in the Big brother house. The winner will take home a large cash prize while the losers take home nothing.

Geordie shore

MTV

MTV Australia

60 min Factual Entertainment/Reality
Reality TV show following eight young men and women as they spend a summer experiencing the highs and lows of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne's party scene.(Australian Special Episode)
Executive Producer: Steph Withey
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